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Large green wardrobe in Victorian dressing room
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Antique desk and bookcases
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Antique desk and bookcases White roses on Victorian desk with bookcases
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Antique desk and bookcases White roses on Victorian desk with bookcases
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Antique desk and bookcases White roses on Victorian desk with bookcases
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Framed portrait with picture light above dolls houses
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Antique desk and bookcases with green leather chair
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Elegant Victorian arches in stairway
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Elegant Victorian arches in stairway
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Sofa upholstered in vintage fabric, side tables with lamps
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Vintage lamp on table with green curtains and lit fire
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Vintage lamp on table with framed artwork and lit fire
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Vintage lamp on table with framed artwork and lit fire
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Vintage lamp on table with framed artwork and books
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decorative gilt framed mirror above sofa upholstered ion vintage fabric
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Flowering orchid on vintage side table
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Flowering orchid on vintage side table
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Large vase of cut flowers on vintage table with artwork canvas
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Large vase of cut flowers on vintage table with artwork canvas
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Border terrier sits on windowsill in London home
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Border terrier sits on windowsill in London home
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Border terrier sits on windowsill in London home
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Border terrier sits on windowsill in London home
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View through open door to carpeted stairway
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Wooden dining table and chairs in cream panelled room
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Wooden dining table and chairs in cream panelled room
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Decorative plates in recessed shelving with vintage lamp
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Decorative plates in recessed shelving with vintage lamp
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Beaded lamp and artworks with antique marquetry sideboard
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Pink Dahlias on window in Victorian home
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Pink Dahlias on window in Victorian home
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Pink Dahlias on window in Victorian home
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Large blue storage drawers on landing in Victorian home
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Large blue storage drawers on landing in Victorian home
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Large blue storage drawers on landing in Victorian home
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Large blue storage drawers on landing in Victorian home
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Pink floral quilted cover on bed in Victorian home with vintage bookcase
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Pink floral quilted cover on bed in Victorian home with vintage bookcase
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Pink floral quilted cover on bed in Victorian home
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Pink floral quilted cover on bed in Victorian home
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Pink floral quilted cover on bed in Victorian home
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Collection of framed artwork above vintage chest with lamps
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Collection of framed artwork above vintage chest with lamps
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Collection of framed artwork above vintage chest with lamps
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Collection of framed artwork above vintage chest with lamps
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Victorian tiling in bathroom with wooden chest
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Victorian tiling in bathroom with wooden chest
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Large dollshouse in girls room with pinboard and bunting
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Large dollshouse in girls room with pinboard and bunting
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Single bed in girls room with re lamp, pinboard and bunting
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Teddybear and book on vintage desk in girls room
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Teddybear and book on vintage desk in girls room
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Fresh lemonade on table in bright green kitchen
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Stainless steel extractor and clock with gas oven at window.
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Sophie Cameron at home
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White facade of three storey London townhouse
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White facade of three storey London townhouse
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